GTL’s Cancer Policy, CHS, Helps Clients During Difficult Times

Dustin Pierson is a seasoned insurance agent who has been selling GTL’s policies in Texas since 2007.

Three years ago, Dustin went to Jim’s* house to enroll him in Medicare. Dustin told Jim that CHS Protection Plus, GTL’s cancer policy, might also be something worth looking into since nearly half of all men and one-third of women are diagnosed with cancer and the out-of-pocket treatment costs can be very high. Even though Jim and his wife were both very healthy, they decided to take out a joint policy.

Three years later, Jim went to the ER with horrible back pain. The doctors immediately diagnosed him with cancer and he began treatment the same day. Although he and his wife had saved a substantial amount of money over the years, they were concerned with the growing medical bills. Medicare and Medicare Part D only covered some of the costs and an overwhelming stack of bills burdened Jim and his wife. They needed more money…fast.

Jim called Dustin and together they filled out a claim form. When the check arrived from GTL, Jim’s wife was so relieved and grateful that she called Dustin the same day. She thanked him for suggesting the policy that is helping their family through such a rough time.

*Actual client name has been changed

CHS Protection Plus
Cancer, Heart Attack and Stroke Coverage

GTL’s CHS Protection Plus can provide lump sum cash payments upon the first diagnosis of cancer, heart attack or stroke.

- Lump Sum cash payments
- Coverage Ranging from $10,000 - $75,000
- Unique Recurrence Benefit
- Issue Ages 0-85
- Optional Riders: Intensive Care, Therapy & Wellness and Return Of Premium

If you have any questions, contact BSI Sales Support at 800-229-9020